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THE PACING PROBLEM

EXTERNAL
Failure to keep pace with 
emerging innovations that are 
changing industries and society

INTER-BRANCH
Congress lags the executive 
branch, compromising its ability 
to act as a co-equal branch of 
government

INTERNAL*
Failure to employ modern 
practices and technology for its 
own operations.



FIRST BRANCH & TECHNOLOGY

● House Select Committee on Modernization (2019–2022) —>
Modernization Subcommittee in Committee on House Administration (118th)

● Bicameral Congressional Data Task Force 
● Communicating with Congress Project
● House & Senate adaptation to remote work during pandemic (CAO)
● House launch of eHopper, Comparative Print Project (Clerk)
● Senate development of Quill e-signature platform & sharing w/ House (SAA)
● Ongoing upgrades to Congress.gov (LoC)
● Growth of GAO Science, Technology Assessment, and Analytics (STAA) 

& GAO Innovation Lab
● House & Senate AI Caucuses 
● Launch & staff up of House Digital Services 



Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine 
Learning. Several local, state, and foreign 
governments have recently started exploring 
ways to incorporate advanced computer 
software and analysis into the legislative 
process including for predictive 
problem-solving purposes. The Committee 
heard testimony explaining how these 
technologies can help government predict 
and prevent undesirable activities, test 
policies and options in real-life scenarios 
before adopting them, and find the best 
solutions by providing a set of alternatives 
to accelerate improved decision-making.

“



LLMS IN THE CONGRESSIONAL WORKFLOW
A TIERED APPROACH

LOW-LEVEL ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS (SPEECHES, 
CORRESPONDENCE)

CASEWORK 

HEARING PREPARATION AND ISSUE RESEARCH (WITNESSES, QUESTIONS)

PARSING POLICY MODELS, RESEARCH

LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING

POLICY MODELING, POLICY OPTIONS

REAL-TIME POLICY OVERSIGHT 





House Digital Service 
AI Working Group

Ken Ward

April 21st, 2023



About House Digital Service

Digital service groups bring methodologies from the private sector 
into government to experiment, iterate, and innovate in a different 
way.

Leveraging human-centered design principles, modern development 
stacks, and cloud infrastructure, we can rapidly prototype and deliver 
better products and services to end users.

Our mission is to identify and deliver intuitive solutions that improve 
on Member and Committees' most significant challenges.



The HDS Product Team

Product
Management

User 
Experience

Software 
Engineering

What is the problem?
Why should we solve it?
How do we measure it?
What is the priority?

How is it built?
When does it ship?
Is it reliable?What is the experience?

What is the user behavior?
Where are the pain points?



Working Group

• HDS recently announced an anonymous AI 
working group

• 100+ staffers asked to join

• The first 40 staffers that signed up were 
offered free ChatGPT Plus licenses

• In exchange, offices agreed to provide regular 
feedback on the office’s usage, with at least 
one email per two weeks providing a 
summary of usage information



Sharing Feedback

• Others can join waitlist for a premium 
account and still use the free version of 
any major AI tool and provide feedback

• HDS will regularly compile usage 
information reported by participating 
staffers and share with Working Group 
members via update emails

• HDS will also host occasional staff 
discussions and create a report to the 
Speaker to summarize findings



Future Possibilities 

• We hope some offices will use and report back on other AI tools 
in addition to ChatGPT, such as:

• GoogleBard
• Bing
• Image generators such Dall-E2 from OpenAI

• Could potentially experiment on more complex AI possibilities
• Training some of these tools on Congress-specific data
• Writing bill summaries for every bill currently before Congress
• Summarizing en mass all constituent communications coming 

into an office





Recent Developments in 
AI Models

By Lars Erik Schönander



Outline

● Laying out the players and types of tools in the generative AI space
● Use cases + brief demo
● Future concerns
● Where to go from here?



Artificial Intelligence - Major Players 



Artificial Intelligence - Major Tools



There are a lot of categories of generative AI tools!

● Types of generative models include
○ Text

■ Generating communications based on documents,
like bills. 

○ Images
■ Generating art assets for documents

○ Voice
■ Combine with using LLMs to search text

making it easier to surface constituent services and
connect constituents to what they need. 

○ Video



Congress has, but still needs to think about these tools

● Large language models (LLMs) and generative AI models more broadly have the power 
to improve the productivity of staffers within Congress.

● Failure to adopt new tools, or at least awareness of new tools, risks Congress failing 
behind as constituent have new needs and Congress faces new challenges. 

● On the brightside, as seen with this working group, and work the House Modernization 
Committee did on noting the existence of LLMs, you should pat yourself on the back 
for thinking about this issue fairly early all things considered. 



Better than google translation! 



You can write code!



You can generate illustrations!



Trouble Areas (Part 1)
● On the one hand, being able to generate professional text creates equity, it lets 

individuals who had concerns but limited ability to state them a ability to 
professionalize their views.

● On the other hand, this makes it much easier to flood points of contact between the 
public and government that have historically low traffic ranging from:

○ Public Witness Testimony submission for appropriations
○ Public comment for regulations
○ Sending letters to Members of Congress    

● At the moment, many people use these services in non-hosted ways which mean the 
outputs are either collected for future training (OpenAI), or public (Midjourney) 

● These models are prone to “hallucination” so be careful when using them for research 
as they might come up with fake links and facts!

○ https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/04/05/chatgpt-lies/ - See in the Washington Post where 
it came up with a fake harassment scandel. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/04/05/chatgpt-lies/


Trouble Areas (Part 2)
● There are also more speculative trouble areas, that while not Congress 

specific, could pose security risks
● AI Voice cloning technology to make a member say things they did not 

say, or voice cloning of a staffer to authorize something that should not be 
authorized

○ https://www.nbc15.com/2023/04/10/ive-got-your-daughter-mom-warns-terrifying-ai-vo
ice-cloning-scam-that-faked-kidnapping/ - Already being used in scams!

● Ultra-realistic text bots mimicking trusted individuals to try to collect 
information maliciously. 

● My colleague Sam Hammond has a good piece getting into deep detail on 
potential issues. 

https://www.nbc15.com/2023/04/10/ive-got-your-daughter-mom-warns-terrifying-ai-voice-cloning-scam-that-faked-kidnapping/
https://www.nbc15.com/2023/04/10/ive-got-your-daughter-mom-warns-terrifying-ai-voice-cloning-scam-that-faked-kidnapping/
https://www.secondbest.ca/p/before-the-flood


Thank you!





Daniel Schuman
Policy Director

Demand Progress Education Fund
daniel@demandprogress.org

FirstBranchForecast.com 
CongressionalData.org

@danielschuman@mastodon.social
daniel@demandprogress.org



Q: ChatGPT, could you summarize, in bullet 
form, how the use of an AI like yourself could 
benefit Members of Congress and their staff 
as they engage in the legislative process and 
also where an AI like yourself may not yet be 
ready to help an entity like the US Congress?

Hello world



Q: Chat GPT, would you please come up with a name for legislation that would eliminate 
the debt ceiling. The words in the title should form an acronym that in some way 

encapsulates the idea of eliminating or ending the debt ceiling once and for all. In fact, 
would you come up with 10 examples, please?

Bill naming



Q: Would you write 5 tweets on why the U.S. 
debt ceiling should be raised without 

preconditions and 5 tweets on why the U.S. 
debt ceiling should not be raised without 
significantly reducing federal spending?

Twitter



Q: ChatGPT, would you write a circular letter 
from one member of Congress to all other 

members of Congress that urges those 
members to co-sponsor the DEBT END Act, 

which would eliminate the debt ceiling. Please 
include the address for the member of 

Congress sending the letter, Rep. Count 
Demonay from the New York's third 

congressional district. Also include contact 
information at the end for a staffer in case 
other offices want to sign up. Address the 

letter at the top with the phrase "dear 
colleague:". Thanks

Dear Colleague Letters



Q: Would you please write a 3 minute 
opening statement for use in a congressional 
hearing that persuasively argues in favor of 
raising the debt ceiling only if accompanied 

by 22% non-defense appropriations spending 
cuts.

Speeches



Q: ChatGPT, would you please summarize 
the following text into just a few main themes 

and bullet points?

Summaries



Q: I'd like a google sheets formula that extracts a date that's 
surrounded by other text in a column and extracts that date clearly. 
The data in the source column will include day, month, year, 
separated by /s, and have no more than two numbers for each.

Coding?



Use ChatGPT inside Google Sheets. This is good for extracting 
structured data from unstructured formats. Also good for 
summarizing/ analyzing large amounts of text.

● Can use plain language to create formulas,
● Can extract information
● Can use training data to infer sentiment (or be analyzed in 

other ways). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eV59wXCTy2M
@KevinStratvert

Un>Structured 
Data

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eV59wXCTy2M


Q: ChatGPT, could you analyze the benefits 
that further evolution to an AI like yourself 
could bring to Congress and the legislative 
process? Can you discuss any downsides? 

Please put your answers in bullet form.

What’s next?



Daniel Schuman
Policy Director

Demand Progress Education Fund
daniel@demandprogress.org

FirstBranchForecast.com 
CongressionalData.org

@danielschuman@mastodon.social
daniel@demandprogress.org





AI and Casework
The good, the bad, and the smart

Anne Meeker



the good
Accessible, user-friendly, 

scalable casework



CAVEAT CAVEAT CAVEAT

CASEWORK INFO 
NEVER ENTERS 

CHAT GPT 



TRANSLATION AND SUMMARY



TRANSLATION AND SUMMARY



TRANSLATION AND SUMMARY



TRANSLATION AND SUMMARY



SCALABLE PROCESS-BUILDING



SCALABLE PROCESS-BUILDING



ACTIONABLE CASEWORK DATA



ACTIONABLE CASEWORK DATA

Show me…

● Cases we’ve worked in the last six months 
for veterans that were not VA cases

● Passport cases for constituents over 70 
years old

● Cases we’ve worked on safety net benefits 
within five miles of Hiram OH



the bad
Process vulnerabilities



DDOS FOR CONGRESSIONAL OFFICES

District/State 
Director

Member

LESS DIRECT CONSTITUENT 
FACING

MORE DIRECT CONSTITUENT 
FACING

Outreach/Field 
Representatives

Constituent 
Services

Legislative 
Director

Comms 
Director

Chief of 
Staff

Legislative 
Team

Comms 
Team

Admin team



DDOS FOR CONGRESSIONAL OFFICES



DDOS FOR CONGRESSIONAL OFFICES

District/State 
Director

Member

LESS DIRECT 
CONSTITUENT 

FACING

MORE DIRECT 
CONSTITUENT 

FACING

Outreach/Field 
Representatives

Constituent 
Services

Legislative 
Director

Comms 
Director

Chief of 
Staff

Legislative 
Team

Comms 
Team

Admin team



STRAIGHT FRAUD



STRAIGHT FRAUD



the smart
Preparing your operation



PREPARE FOR IDENTITY PROOFING

● Let your team know that impersonation is a 
possibility—trust your gut!

● Prep backup measures: in-person or mobile 
intakes, office hours, clear and consistent 
messaging



GIVE CONSTITUENTS SMART INFO



NAVIGATOR PROGRAM

popvox.org/casework

casework@popvox.org

anne@popvox.org

http://popvox.org/casework
mailto:casework@popvox.org
mailto:anne@popvox.org





